Revision A2, April 2019:

1) Support for EBS Editor v.1.1 incorporated.

Revision A1, February 2019:

1) Unlabelled programs, or patches, now defaults to engine name rather than "No name".
2) Default engine settings are now relative instead of absolute positions of knobs in first parameter set.
3) Reverse engine now updated with continuous mode and now also supports feedback in this mode.
4) Centre pitch snap position for zero introduced in pitch engine.
5) The loop mode option in global settings now overrides patch level setting.
6) Support for lower case letters within labels when using external editor.
7) Factory presets are now placed in alphabetical order.
8) Various display enhancements made.
9) Support for use with EBS Editor (PC/MAC) incorporated.
10) Tap tempo now also works in bypass mode.